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Why doesn't GWU Law School have a full-time placement
officer and an organized program to bring together students
and prospective employers? Many students have recently
approached the Student Bar Association with this question.
They seem to feel that the administration has shown little
interest 'in insuring positions for them after graduation;
otherwise, such a full-time program would already exist. The
limited number of firms and agencies which come to GWU
to interview seem to substantiate their feelings.
On the other hand, the administration believes, and with
good reason, that students are only mildly interested in the
kind of service that could be provided. There is of course
a limited service which is administered by Dean Potts and
Mrs. Bilisoly; for a number of years, they have posted job
notices land maintained a "Registry"-a
card file on students
that indicated they were seeking employment.
According to 'Dean Potts, many good jobs go 'begging because he does not know who is interested in a job and he
cites the recent example of a clerkship at $6,000 per year
with a Judge of the D. C. Court of General Sessions. "If
ANY student interest were shown, the present service
would 'be immediately over-taxed; but, the remarkable thing
is that it is not."
The Dean further relates that several years ago he conducted a simple survey asking students to indicate three
nems-dateof
graduation, plans after graduation and did
they need any help in finding positions?
The response to
his questionaires was a miserable 7 % of the student body
and of that number, 52% said they did not require any assistance.
"I have the problem of too many firms wanting to come
to the school to interview," said iDean Potts. "It is sort of
ernbarassing," he relates, "when a firm does come, and no
one signs up to be interviewed."
A further problem is office space and control. It is almost impossible to find an office available for interviewing
where a secretary can be placed outside to regulate arrivals,
etc. "When I ask for additional space and funds, I must be
able to show a need," said Dean Potts. "This I have been
unable to do."
He summed up the administration's position like this: "A
limited placement service does exist and it is not being used;
students do not go to the office and fill out the necessary
cards; and, given these factors, how can anyone determine
what the need is?"
The net result then, is zero. Students suffer because they
do not have an opportunity to interview with a variety of
firms, The Law School suffers Ibecause its graduates have
difficulty being placed in the better firms and the same firms
do not "think GWU" when they have vacancies.
Other law schools, of a much smaller size, provide excellent
placement service for their students. For example, the University of Virginia has an outstanding program available. Last
year 42 firms from the New York area alone visited U.Va.
to interview students just for summer clerkships, Similarly,
in a front page story, The Advocate, the newspaper of the
State University of Iowa Law School, described that school's
placement program, its placement officer and urged Iowa
attorneys and firms to interview early. The article mentioned also, that of the students who used the service in 1965,
fifty percent 'were placed. Surely, students at GWU want and
deserve at least the same opportunity 'as afforded their counterparts in other law schools.
The SBA has recently formed a Placement Committee, hoping that ,it will grow into a full time placement service provided by The Law School's administration.
The Placement Committee is presently sending
letters to law firms, corporations and various state and local
government agencies. The receipients of the letters are requested to reply if they are interested in coming to GWU to
(Continued on Page 3)
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Law Review
Gets Face
Lifting
Revises Apprentice
Standards
The Law Review is undergoing
a metamorphosis.
One example
was the appearance of the October issue in October, the first
timely appearance of an issue in
several years. The striking
appearance
of the cover of the
Review, coupled with the new
type face and format
apparent
in the October issue, further demonstrates
the external change.
A number of comments have been
volunteered about the attractiveness of the appearance,
to the
effect that the sterility
characteristic of the appearance of most
legal periodicals has been avoided.
Internal
changes in the composition of the staff have also
been effected. The initial qualification standards of the Review have
been set to include only the upper
ten per cent of the second year
class. Those not within the ten
per cent of the class, but who have
a 75 or above average, were eligible to enter competition for selection to the Apprentice Staff. Those
competitors selected to join the
Apprentice Staff will be announced
in early December. These outstanding second year students are
on the Apprentice
Staff:
John
Baker,
Brian
Brunsvold,
Sally
Determan, Robert Davidson, Sandy
Dixon, Norman Dyer, William Fitz,
J. Clifton Fleming, John Gray,
Stuart
Halpert,
Stephen
Hurwitz, Michael Kimmel, Stephen
Kraus, Sheldon Landsman, Ivan
Light, Lucy McCabe, Bruce Morgan, Leslie Morse, and Walter Neilson. Also includer are Mark Palmer
Also included are Mark Palmer,
Mary Planty, Ronald Resh, Neil
Roberts,
Steven Ross, Leonard
Santisi, Lenore Schreiber, Kenneth
Sparks, Adam Stein, Chris Valianos, Charles Walsh, and Judith
Wilkenfeld.

Roadman Appointed
Clerk to Holtzoff
by Sid Williams
One of the most coveted of all law school prizes, the Federal clerkship, was recently awarded to Bob Roadman, a senior night student
at GWU. Bob has been appointed Clerk to Judge Alexander Holtzoff
of the U. K District Court for the District of Columbia. Prior to
assu~i~~ his clerkship, he was employed by the Navy Department in
the Civilian Personnel Section of the Secretariat and Staff Offices.
A native of Johnstown, Pa., Bob attended Shady Side Academy in
Pittsburgh
and thenYale University, from which he received a
B.S. Degree in economics in 1961.
Bob has an 80 average in law
school, a fact which would not
surprise his classmates at Yale
where he won the H.K. Porter
Scholarship
in 1957-58 and a
Texaco Scholarship in 1960-61.
In addition to being an outstanding scholar, Bob has been
active in extra-curricular
activities at GWU. He has been a
member of the Legal Aid Society
and in 1964, he was Business
Manager of the Amicus Curiae.
He is a member of Delta Theta
Phi and was awarded the fraternity's "Distinguished
Service Award" in 1964.
In talking to Bob, you immediately become aware of one of the
reasons for his many successeshe is always thinking ahead. In
reply to a question as to why he
decided to go to law school in
Washington,
D. C., he replied:
"The proximity of the Supreme
Court and the other arms of
government enhanced the desirability of a legal education in the
Nation's Capital."
Bob says that even after only
a few weeks as a clerk, he has
learned many fine points of the
law that could not be covered in
law school. One day he hopes to
be using these fine points in his
chosen area
of practice-negligence law.
Married, and a resident of Alexandria, Va., Bob indicated that
his hobbies are playing bridge
and golf and keeping up with
sports in general.

Procedural 'Remedies Under
The Selective Service Law
by Bob' Fitzpatrick
Having
gained
a familiarity
with the procedures of the Selective Service System due to an
adverse classification by my local
draft board, I've been called upon
to impart some of this fund of
knowledge to those fellow law
students who, alas, are also potential cannon fodder.
The first mistake you can make
is to fill out Form 109 (available in the Business Office) and
send in a request for a student deferment. The form 109 does
not constitute a request for a deferment.
If at all possible, one should
go through school full-time in the
day division. The night division
may be the first to go.

If by any chance you should be
classified I-A, first check with the
Board for clerical error.
Second, if you come from a
small town, call your local people
to publicize the fact that you are
being drafted out of law school.
This might arouse local support.
Call your Congressman and request his assistance. If your case
is meritorious, he will at a minimum write a letter expressing
an interest in your being deferred.
However, word of warning-local
boards are autonomous. They are
pretty much insulated from political pressure and in most cases,
this letter
will only serve to
antagonize the local board.
(Continued on Page 4)

Bob Roadman

Students Atoarded.
For Excellence
The Law School Deans announce
the following awards to outstanding students.

To Alan Potter
The Mary Covington Memorial
Scholarship ($100) as the evening student with the highest average his first year. Alan is from
Arlington, Virginia. He graduated
from VPI in 1951 and is presently
employed as a patent agent by
Phillips Petroleum Company.

To Jim Brown
The John Ordonaux Prize ($75)
given each year to the full-time
student with the highest average
in the second year class. Jim, who
also won this award last year
as the full-time, first year student with the highest average,
graduated from the Coast Guard
Acadamy in 1957.

To Sara Ann Determan
And Neil Roberts
In a tie, the John Ordronaux
Prize ($75) for having achieved
the highest average in the fulltime, first year class. Neil is a
native of Silver Spring, Maryland
and graduated
from the University of Maryland in 1964 with
a degree in electrical engineering.
He is following in the footsteps
of his father who also attended
The Law School and now practices patent law.

To Sara Ann Determan
The Eta Alumnae Chapter, Kappa Beta Phi Legal Sorority award
(Gavit's edition of Blackstone's
Commentaries),
as the woman
student who received the highest
average in her first year.

Also to Sara Ann Determan
The Zeta Chapter, Phi Delta
Delta Legal Fraternity
scholarship certificate ($40) for scholas(Continued on page 15)
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SPOTLIGHT

Editor's Note:
This year The Law School faculty has been augmented by the
addition of six professors of varied backgrounds and experience.
They
are:
Jeffrey M. Albert, Jerome A. Baron, James M. Brown, Robert
E. Park, Max A. Pock and David Robinson. To introduce these men
and their ideas to the students at large, Amicus Curiae decided to
"Spotlight" each professor beginning with this issue. To ensure that
no prejudice is shown, they will be presented in alphabetical order.

pact of new legislation and judicial decisions in civil rights.
With sixteen teams participating
in the first round, the Van Vleck
As a person who has always
Case Club began its fifteenth year Friday, October 29. The judges,
been interested in the science of
twenty-four in all, were all members of the D. C. Bar and thirteen of
mathematics,
Professor
Albert's
them were alumni of The Law School. Professor James iStarrs, who
assignment at GWU ·to the field
worked with the officers of the Club this summer in drafting the
of commercial paper and sales
case, also sat as a judge.
enables him to explore the interThe facts of the case are as follows: defendant, while driving his
play between mathematics and the
car, struck and injured a small
law.
child. He was asked to appear
When he is not preparing for
before Corporation Council for a
his classes and pursuing personal
determination
of the surrounding
research,
Professor
Albert may
circumstances.
The
defendant,
be found entertaining
the three
after asking for and being denied
young members of his family,
aid of counsel, revealed damaging
his daughter
Niki (6) and his
statements as to what took place
two sons, John (4) and Tim (2).
the day of the accident. These
During the winter months, with
were recorded by the government
the assistance
of his wife Steand used at the trial. The issues,
phanie, he is introducing them to
right
to counsel and pretrial
the thrills of skiing. The prodiscovery, were chosen because of
fessor
insists that watching
a
their current interest.
young child ski down the slope
The following eight teams were
is great for improving one's own
the winners of the first round:
style.
O'Leary and Elgin; Penrod and
Reflecting in a more serious
Harry Dickerson delivers perOggle;
Blackburn
and
Clark;
vein on his impressions of GWU,
suasive
argument
during
Van
Chernoff and Spagens;
Brewer,
Professor Albert commented:
Vleck opening round.
Laskin and Roberts ; Wolf and
"The short time I have been
Dickerson; Taylor 'and Richardson;
here does not qualify
me to
and Green and Budarz.
generalize very much about The
A complete listing of the reLaw School. But there are a
sults may be found on the bullecouple of tentative
observations
tin board in The Law School
I feel I can make.
lobby.
In the first place, the air of
The second round, and preearnest
informality
at GWU is
Tonight
Pro f e s s 0 r James
lude to the semi-finals, will take
exciting to me. There seems to
place this Friday night.
Starrs
will talk to the Law
be much less concern with the
Wives at
8:30
p.m, at T:he
outward
trappings
of education
Law School, His topic will center
and scholarship
than with the
A small, yet significant step
on the problems encountered in
realities of teaching and research.
has taken place to provide more
the civil rights field in the South.
This to me is a healthy atmosadequate
facilities
for the law
Professor
Starrs
has a lot of
phere for solid work.
student
at George Washington.
first hand information in this area
- Secondly, I am very impressed
The weekday library closing hours
as he spent the summer in Miswith the men and women I have
have been changed from 10 p.m. to
sissippi
working
closely
with
encountered
in my classes, and
12 p.m., a step as yet not underpeople whose rights
have been
I use the word 'encountered' adtaken in any other of Washdenied them. Due toa
faculty
visedly. The enthusiasm for and
ington's
law schools. The Law
meeting, Bacon Hall is unavailable
skill used in the combat of ideas
Librarian, Mr. Hugh Bernard, and
and this meeting will be held in
I face daily in the classroom,
the administration
are to be conthe Law SchooL Information
as
seems to me to be just the stuff
gratulated for responding to stuto the room number will be on
from which first-rate lawyers are
dent suggestions to institute longthe bulletin board in the lobby of
made."
er library hours.
the school,

Lll,w Wives
To Hear
Prof. Starrs

New Library Hours

I

Hell,rsll,Y
by Larry

Man and The Machine

This mechanical
age-I
don't
know how you've been faring with
the machines in the basement.
Although I haven't been able to
get an orange drink for some
time, the other day I got two

Professor Albert
Associa te Professor Jeffrey Marshall Albert
is not only the
youngest member of The Law
School faculty, but he is also
a new professor with a great
amount of experience in teaching at GWU. After teaching Commercial Paper during the summer Session, Professor
Albert
is currently
instructing
154 day
students and 71 evening students
in the intricacies of Sales and
Sales' Financing.
Born in Trenton, New Jersey
in 1935, Professor Albert attended
Lawrenceville School in the same
state. He graduated
from the
Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton with a Bachelor of Arts degree in June 1956 and entered the
Harvard Law School the following September.
After receiveing his LL.B. in
1959 he was named clerk to the
late Judge Mendon Morrill of the
U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey and became
a member of the New Jersey Bar.
In addition to confirming that
a clerkship does provide the coveted opportunity for rounding out
one's legal
training,
Professor
Albert's two year tenure with the
Court strengthened his desire to
become a teacher of the law.
He therefore
enrolled .in the
graduate
law program at New

York University where he was
named a Hays Graduate Fellow
for the academic year 1961-62. Despite the demands of his concentrated academic schedule and of
commuting to New York, he found
time to assist in the defense of
indigent criminal cases in New
Jersey.
Feeling that additional practical
legal experience was necessary
before entering the professional
ranks, Professor Albert joined the
legal staff of the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers Union, AFLCIa when he received his LL.M.
in 1962. As an Assistant General
Counsel for the union, he participated in arbitration and collective
bargaining and handled cases before the National
Labor Relations Board. The latter activity
provided new insights
into the
practical aspects of the Board's
scope, which he had treated in his
Master's thesis entitled "NLRBFPEC? ," later published in 16
Vanderbilt Law Review (1963).
In 1964 Professor Albert moved
his family to Washington,
D.C.
where he explored another
expanding area of the law as an
attorney for the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission before joining The
Law School faculty. At the Commission, his activities were mainly
concentrated in research on the im-

Clark bars for the price of one.
For cocoa fans the chances are
about even on the big machinecocoa or a half-cup of tepid water
of a .pale earthen color. The girls
in the office (where dimes can be
recovered) say there are strange
electric currents
abroad in the
basement which affect all machines
placed down there. Most of us just
stick to coffee and those little
orange crackers with peanut butter between.
Did anyone
ever
buy the mystery bar that used
to be in the old green machine
against the north wall, the one
that had the skunk and the large
question mark where the sample
candy bar should have been?

•

Elgin

You've probably noticed by now
if you're a returnee that Pop's on
the corner is under new management and has been cleaned, the
counter streamlined and the literature for various tastes cleaned
out. Even the kids playing the
pinball
machines
look a little
neater. That is the trouble these
days, atmosphere
gives
in to
cleanliness.

The Man Who Has
Us All Psyched Out
If you've attended classes regularly, you've probably had a
class where you sat next to one
of those students who is never
there. I'm not talking about just
any student who's never there,
I'm talking about the-man-whohas-us-all-psyched-out,
He's the
guy who comes to the first class
and asks a lot of questions about
the exam, as if he had already,
by some science-fictive
ability,
passed
through
the
plodding

months ahead. He comes to class
maybe three or four times after
that, is only called on once (one
of those times he's there)
and
no one, professor included, ever
seems to notice whether he is
there or not. When he does come
he appears early, attired tweedily
enough, has a look of unconcerned mastery of all things both
here and hereafter and asks you
what has gone on in the intervening month or so since he last
attended. You start to answer but
then realize that this was merely
a rhetorical question as he 'proceeds to explain all the cases
and material you've covered in a
tone of unquestionable authority,
laying out principles
as neatly
as you please, while your poor
mortal mind is still befuddled
with the drudgery
of actually
reading all those cases. The only
other time you see this guy is in
the lounge or library,
talking
rather closely to a female law
student.

Duplicating

•

Mimeographing

•
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SPLA Members
Hear Chicago
Attorney
Approximately
100 patent law
students heard a talk by one of
of the leading anti-trust
attorneys in the country on November
9th. Mr. George Frost of the Chicago firm of Frost, Burmeister
and Kulie spoke on "Anti-Trust
Considerations of Patents."
Pointing out that the anti-trust
laws generally forbid monopolies
of businesses in the United States,
Mr. Frost discussed the peculiar
position of patents in that they
grant to the inventor a limited
monopoly on his invention. This
inherent
conflict is a problem
which will bother attorneys and
the Department
of Justice
for
a considerable time.
Mr. Frost
graduated
fro m
George
Washington
University
Law School in 1945. He is the
author of the book, "The Patent
System in the Modern Economy."
He has served on the Attorney
General's committee to study antitrust laws (1953-1955) and on the
Senate
Committee
on Patents,
Trademarks
and Cop Y I' i gh ts
(1957). Mr. Frost argued the well
known copyright case of Mazor
v. Stein
before
the
Supreme
Court, and at the present time
is teaching patent law and antitrust courses at John Marshall
Law School in Chicago.

GWlfMoot
Court Tea..,
DefeatedBy
Georgetown
George Washington
University
lost to Georgetown in the Regional
semifinals of the National Moot
Court Competition. An inter-law
school appellate moot court contest, National Moot Court Competition consists of two rounds
of arguments-Regional
Rounds,
and Final Rounds in New York,
where the winners of the fifteen
regions compete.
The George Washington
team
was selected last Spring on the
basis of oral arguments
judged
by the faculty and Professor Seidelson the team's advisor. The
Law ' School's entries
were J.
Clifton Fleming, Jr., Neil E. Roberts, and Armando M. Menocal,
III. Cliff is a Second year student
fro m Atlanta,
Georgia,
who
did
his
undergraduate
work at Brigham Young University, where he was the Director of
the Young Republican League of
Utah.
Neil Roberts attended the
University of Maryland where he
was first in his class in engineering. Armando presently serves as
Associate Editor of the Law Re-

view.
This
year's
problem,
while
broadly covering conflict of laws
and
federal
jurisdiction,
dealt
with unauthorized insurers, bonding statutes,
and direct action
statutes against insurers. In preparation for the competition the
team held practice rounds with
Professors Clingan, Dixon, Freedman, Miller, Pock, and Schiller
sitting as judges.
In the first round held at the
D.C. Court of General Sessions,
Civil Division, on November 2,
Maryland defeated Howard, and
Catholic
won
over
American.
Maryland and Catholic also met
at the semifinal rounds, with the
winner
continuing
to the Regional Finals against Georgetown.
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Patent Students
by Alan Potter

Mr. Richard C. Sughrue of the Shughrue RuthwelI, J\iIion, Zinn, and
MacPeak firm speaking on the comparison of patent law firms and
and corporate' patent practice, at the first SPLA meeting in October.
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Curiae

.c: Schoof.

Lectures on
Legal Research
The bread and butter of basic
research techniques were recently
studied in a three day program
offered by West Publishing Company. The lectures, sponsored by
the Student Bar Association were
composed of two days of slides on
the "Fact" and "Topic" methods
of research and a motion picture
reviewing all of West Company's
methods.
The typical slide session would
involve a concrete legal situation,
such as a wrongful death. This
was researched step by step to
the case law in point by the West
Company
lecturer
who
asked

probing questions of the students.
Although
the movie was very
commercial, its illustrative, everyday practicality
was lucid, humorous and the most beneficial
portion of the exercises.
The two-sessions a day attendance was about 350 students.
This number is topped only by
Harvard
Law where the course
is r e qui I' e d for
first
year
students. Normally a 5 day program, it was reduced to 3 days
at GWU because of the lack of student interest in the past. However, from the interest
shown
this year, it would seem the
omitted portions, such as Statutory Research, could be included
in future programs.

To Patent Students:
If you plan to go into private patent law practice after graduation,
Washington, D. C. appears to be about the worst location you can
pick for financial return, while if you intend to go into corporate
patent work, it is about the best. This information, along with a vast
catalog of other financial data on the practice of patent law, appeared
in the 1964 Economics Survey Report of the American Patent Law
Association, released in September.
The result of a comprehensive analysis of questionaires completed
by about 840 practicing attorneys, or about one-third of the total
American Patent Law Association
(APLA), the pamphlet stressed
that the sample may be too small for reliability, and that possibly,
only the more fortunate of the profession bothered to return questionnaires.
The figures, do however, point out some very distinguishable trends.
The 1963 median incomes reported by patent attorneys in various
cities are shown below.
Corporate
City
Private Practice
Boston
.
$23,000
$18,200
Chicago
30,000
17,000
Cleveland
25,000
17,250
Detroit
...:_______________27,500
18,500
Los Angeles
21,000
22,000
New York
23,000
20,000
15,500
Philadelphila
__---------------------------25,900
Pittsburgh
_
20,000
San Francisco
22,000
Washington
20,000
22,000
All other locations
25,000
17,000
The table would indicate that in general the private practioner
is better paid for his efforts than his corporate counterpart.
However,
differential may be less than indicated because of the common "employee benefit package" of most corporations which many firms cannot match.
There are, of course, individual exceptions on both sides,
running
from corporations
with poor benefit programs
to firms
with excellent ones.
With these qualifiers in mind, what can the beginning patent law
student look forward to in the way of salary progression?
Typically,
the patent law student is in night school, and is
working in the
patent field during the day. Being a graduate engineer, he commands
a starting salary of $7,000 to $7,500, with periodic raises while he
is in law school. Upon graduation and admission to the bar, he can
expect a salary of about $12,000, although some offers of $13,000 have
been reported in the major metropolitan areas.
Four years later, he
will be earning about ,$14,000 to $15,000 whether he is in a firm or a
corporation.
At this 'point, however, those in private practice begin
to rise more rapidly than their corporate counterpart,
and can expect to level off after about 20 years at a median level of about
$30,000. The corporate patent attorney, on the other hand, will have
a median income of about '$19,350 after 20 years, and can expect to
reach $27,500 in another 10 years.
Years in Practice
Private Practice
Corporate
7
$14,500
$14,000
10
18,200
15,500

IMPETUS- (continued from page 1)

~,~
25

interview prospective employees either for permanent positions or for summer clerkships. When an affirmative reply
is received, the committee will ask students who wish to in-

30
35 or more"

, •

"

terview the particular
firm or employer to "sign-up on a
sheet which will 'Specify day, time, etc.
To initiate the program the committee must have some

====================== ~~:~~~
30,000
30,000
26,700

• The dip in incomes after 35 years
both private and corporate work.
For the real
money, private

beavers,
practice

i::~~

24,000
27,500
25,500

may be due to semi-retirement

in

who don't mind killing themselves to make
is the only way.
Fifteen percent of the

private patent attorneys, but only two percent of the corporate attorneys, report incomes over $40,000. Nine percent of the private
limited information available to answer questions which will attorneys report incomes over $50,000 as compared to only 0.7 percent
be asked by interviewing agencies. Thus, a "Placement In- of the corporate attorneys.
formation Station" will be erected somewhere in the law
Again this information is taken, for the most part, from a report
school in the near future.
Students are asked to submit in- of the APLA to members, and is a good indication of the type of
formation regarding the type of work desired, location de- service which the Association gives its members. By special arrangement, any member of the GWU .Student Patent Law Association
sired, etc.
(SPLA) can become a student affiliate of the APLA for only $2.50
A necessary part of The Law School, a placement program
a year. This small sum entitles you to attend APLA meetings, brings
can be of dnvaluable service to students. When the commit- you the monthly APLA Bulletin (with job listings), and any special
I
h reports such as the Economic Survey quoted from above. For keeptee information station is established, use it. Fi lout t e ing up with the profession, and laying the groundwork for your
form and be interviewed iby a number of firms. How can future professional growth, APLA membership is an excellent investyou really tell where the good jobs are unless you talk to a ment. If you haven't joined both APLA and the Student Patent Law
number of employers?
Association, by all means do so.

FROM GENERAL TO
PARTICULAR
A man of Candor said to his
wife: "I cannot permit you to
think me better than I am. I
have many vices and weaknesses."
"That is only natural," said she,
smiling sweetly; "none of us is
perfect." Encouraged by her magnanimity, he confessed to a particular
falsehood
that
he had
once told her.
"Abonimable wretch!" she cried,
and clapped her hands thrice.
Thereupon a gigantic Nubian slave
appeared and dispatched him with
a scimitar.
- Ambrose Bierce

Restauront and Lounge
CuiJine

Pizza

Cocktails

1911-13 Pennsylvania

Steaks
Avenue, N.W.
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GWU Legal Aid Society
Maintaining Tremendous 'Pace

Gentleman,

In reply
to the suggestion
of Associate Justice of the Supreme Court Brennan at the Centennial Convocation, that law students assist legal agencies serving
indigents in the civil area of the
law, Bill Ohlhausen, Chairman of
the GWU Legal Aid Society noted
that The Law School has been
providing
student
assistance
to
the Neighborhood Legal Services
Project (NLSP) since August. It
is, in fact,
the only student
group in the Washington metropolitan area to render such service.
"It looks like it's time to toot
our own horn," commented Ohlhausen, as he also recalled District Judge Gasch advocated that
GWU students increase their involvement in legal activities on
behalf of indigents, and yet, at
the time, the GWU Society was
handling more cases than the combined total of those assigned to
all other schools in the area.
Because total membership in the
Society currently approaches 100,
the D.C. Junior Bar Association
is relying almost exclusively on
GWU to man its program of providing student assistance to attorneys appointed by the court
to defend indigents in criminal
cases. At present 30 students are
working on felony cases. Assignments within the recent past have
spanned the field of criminal law,
including first-degree murder, rape,
unauthorized use of an automobile,
federal narcotics and loan consolidation violations, Iarc e ny,
housebreaking, and forgery cases,
among others. These assignments
have involved assistance at the
trial and at the appellate level.
Ohlhausen noted that despite
such accomplishments the Society
is in need of even greater student
participation.
"I often receive 5
to 10 cases a week," he said, "and
I need students to whom they
can be assigned. Weare especially
interested in recruiting additional
students for the civil side of the
Society's program."
Six students are currently assigned to actions being handled
by the NLSP. One assignment involves drawing up bylaws for a
juvenile group desiring
to incorporate
as a charitable
corporation; another involves an at-
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Scholar and Favorite of Students

Professor

tempt to reinstate "a child expelled from school; and in a third,
students are assisting in litigation
concerned with breaking a customer contracts.
Any student interested
in this aspect of the
Society's
activities
should contact
Mike
Dilligan,
Assistant
Chairman,
who is coordinating
assistance to the NLSP.

D.

c.

Green

In the office of David Crittenden Green, known to most students as "the Squire", is one of the most
personable professors at GWU Law School. Professor Green is a tall, genial man who wears immaculately tailored suits, sports a gold watch on a gold chain and gives the impression of one who truly enjoys
good food, good wine, good liquor and good company, in short, civilized living. As is well known to students,
he and his wife dwell on a country estate in Mountville, about five miles from Middleburg in the Virginia
horse country.
On the first Sunday of every month they are home to law students and their families, and
serve delicious hams and breads and a delectable punch as well as other refreshments.
Professor Green was born June
1, 1923 in Lewistown, Pennsylvania.
He attended Kent School
and then went on to Harvard
where he took a combined A.B. in
English
history
and literature.
His clubs were Signet Society and
Hasty Pudding.
He earned his
LL.B. at "the University"
and
then practiced law for ten years
in Baltimore with the firm of Venable, Baetjer and Howard.
Professor Green is of course fairly
High Church.

Selective Service
(From

Page 1)

From the date of postmark of
your classification card you have
10 days to file written
notice
that you desire a personal appearance before the local board.
Before filing this notice, see the
Dean for assistance and advice,
and then send this letter by registered mail. Also send to your local board, letters and memoranda
about your case.
Your personal
appearance
is
your only opportunity
to have
a face-to-face confrontation with
your local board. Be prepared to
argue that your deferment is in
the national
interest.
Quo t e
Holmes "The law is a jealous
mistress."
Emphasize your good
points. Answer questions directly
and to the point. Remember you
are under oath.
If your I-A classification
is
continued, that is, your request
for a II.S is denied, you will once
again have 10 days to file written
notice of appeal. Your appeal does
not entail a personal appearance.
Your file is merely routed to
the Appeals Board. All materials
should still be sent to the local
board. Use that 10 days to fill
your folder
with
letters
and
memos.
Your appeal does not necessarily
have to go to the State Appeals
Board. As you go to school in
D.C. you can appeal to D.C. You
must indicate this in your written
letter. Also you can appeal to
the jurisdiction where you work.
If your appeal is denied, you
will be informed of the vote. If
it lacks unanimity, you may appeal further
to the President
who has delegated his authority
to the National Appeals Board.
The 10 days notice rule once again applies.
(Continued

on Page 5)
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Programs Underway

GWU Law Students 'Civil
Rights

Research

Council

The third meeting of the George Washington chapter of the Law
Students
Civil Rights Research Council (ISCRRC)
was held on
Thursday, November 4. A constitution
was adopted and the following officers were elected : John 'Stein, President;
Roger Wolf, VicePresident;
Lenore Schreiber, Secretary-Treasurer,
plus three at-large
delegates to the Executive Committee, Adam Stein, John Dunn, and
David Riley. Professor Monroe Freedman is the faculty advisor.
LSCRRC is a non-profit, taxproblems and problems of the
exempt
corporation
located
in
urban poor. The Council works to
New York. A representative from
stimulate interest
and effort aeach of the more than forty
mong practicing lawyers in these
chapters, which range from the
areas. It also hopes that by exUniversity of Mississippi to Harposing law students to real-life
vard and from Stanford to the
situations
and cases, they will
University
of New Mexico, sits
continue to work in these areas
on the Board of Directors which
after becoming attorneys. The remeets twice a year. A full-time
sults to date would indicate that
Director and an Executive Comthis is happening.
mittee handle the business of the
The largest project of the Counorganization between Board meetcil is a summer internship proings. When LSCRRC was formed
gram which it has sponsored the
in 1964, The George Washington
past
two summers.
Foundation
Law School was one of the four
g ran t s made it possible for
founding chapters.
LSCRRC to place over 200 interns
A major purpose of ,LSORRC is
in both the North and the South
to provide legal research
assislast summer.
tance to lawyers and organizaThree George Washington stutions working
on civil rights
dents participated
in that program. Adam Stein was placed with
an attorney in Charlotte, North
Carolina, where he worked primarily on cases relating to discrimination
in schools, teacher
dismissals, hospitals, employment
and public accomodations.
John
Stein worked in Washington with
the Institute for Policy Studies,
which concentrates on slum housing problems in Washington. Lenore Schreiber worked for the
American Civil Liberties Union on
cases ranging from police harrassment to peace demonstrations.
Work has already
begun on
the projects planned by the GWU
chapter for this year. Students
have participated in weekend field
trips to North Carolina to investigate problems. Students are also
assisting
in an American
Civil
Liberties
Union survey of the
Landlord-Tenant
Court and arrangements
have been made to
aid the Neighborhood Legal Services Project, a component of the
United Planning Organization. Civil rights attorneys
in Virginia
and North Carolina have also requested research help.

JOIN AND SUPPORT YOUR

G. W. Campus Club
1912 G STREET, N.W.
Established

for the Purpose

of Promoting

A More Enjoyable Campus Life
VISIT THE NEW

Bar and Cocl\:tail Lounge
Over 21 Group

the

Complete Facilities For
Private Parties and Meetings

For Reservations

Call 393..3595

A series of luncheon meetings
featuring prominent speakers will
soon begin. All meetings and functions
of the organization
are
open to interested students.

His wife is the former Julanne
Drake from 'Middletown in southern Ohio, but whose father was
an old line Alabaman. Mrs. Green
is a graduate of Auburn.
The
"Squire" is an active member of
the Loudoun County Chapter of
the NAACP and tells with gusto
of a successful dinner that the
group recently held at the Middleburg Community
Center where
leaders of the local hunts dined
with one another's butlers.
Professor Green voices strong
and well articulated views on The
Law School's current status.
He
is a devoted teacher and said that
he never wanted to do anything
else, even though he desired to
gain experience in practice.
The
case system as originally introduced, he thinks, is now unworkable. Far from a traditionalist,
he believes that presently many
law schools are turning out too
many "legal plumbers" and not
enough legal thinkers.
To begin with, he feels that
many students are woefully deficient in background.
"It is appalling", he states "how many of
them have never studied anything
but engineering or some darned
science".
Harvard, he feels, has
made a start toward correcting
this situation by strongly recommending that incoming law students
undertake
certain
background readings.
He thinks that
a law school should be more selective and "not abdicate its right
to spell out pre-requisites" in history and the humanities rather
than just send out catalogues with
"gaseous statements about 'come
to law school',"
Professor Green is not down on
science but feels that scientific
fields should not be explored at
the expense of strictly legal subjects.
On the other hand, he believes the school should have a"
more flexible 'Program and more
freedom to participate in the overall intellectual community of the
university.
"There should definitely be more jurisprudence, legal
philosophy and legal history Coffered for student consumption and
the student should have at least
some acquaintance
with Roman
Law."
The legal profession itself, he
feels, is not demanding enough in
the preparation
it requires.
Because of this "there are simply
too many bad lawyers".
"About
one-half of the members of the
bar ought not to be allowed to practice," was his summation of this
problem.
Professor
Green
the grading system
The Law School is
ble measure of what

believes that
now in use in
not an infallia student has

(Continued on Page 5)
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Law students watching Channel 5 at 10 p.m. last Sunday saw IGWU'S
own Professor Monroe Freedman dominate a round table discussion
on pacifism and the law. The specific issue was the relationship between civil liberties and the recent draft card burnings. Professor
Freedman was joined on his side of the table by the Reverend J.
Harold Sherk, a Mennonite minister with thirty years of experience
counselling conscientious objectors in avoiding combat duty or, for
those who have a conscientious
objection to serving in the armed

Listed below are the members of the 1965 Board· of Governors of the 'Student Bar Association.
The
Board is composed of eleven elected and seven appointed members as delineated by the SBA Constitution and meets in the Student Lounge of The Law School every other Wednesday.
Students are reminded that this Board exists to serve them and they are, a fortiori, invited to call upon any members conerning suggestions, problems and activities in The Law School.
Night Rep., John 'Mulrooney (N)
Night Rep., Bob Rhodes (N)
ALSA Rep., Tom Cooper (D)
Van Vleck Rep., Marty Mueller (D)
Amicus Curiae Ed., IGary Breneman (N)
Legal Aid Chmn., Bill Ohlhausen (N)
Student Council Rep., Gary Glascow (D)
Int'l Law Rep., Steve Hurwitz (D)
SPLA Rep., Bob Lasker

A DEFECTIVE
PETITION

An Associate
Justice
of the
Supreme Court was sitting by a
river when a traveler approached
and said:
"I

wish

to

cross.

Will

it

be

lawful to use this boat 1"

Selective Service
(From Page 4)
If you should lose there, you
might be able to convince the
National
Director or the State
Director to appeal in your behalf. This is very unusual but
worth a try.
If you have been I-A for longer
than 10 days, your appeal will
have to go through the Government Appeals Agent who decides
whether
to represent
whichever
of the national or individual interests
that
he judges
to be
paramount.
While you are in this appeal
process, have a full scale physical check-up with your family
doctor. You may well find some
deferring or exempting ailment.
If you receive a pre-induction
notice, appear for the physical
on time unless you can arrange
with the local board to delay it.
This physical can be transferred
to the area of the school rather
than your home area.
If you are certified physically
fit, there is a 21 day period within which you cannot be inducted.
Enlist in the interval unless you
yearn for the lift and social contacts of a draftee.
Be sure to check six-month programs
and your other options
long before you are about to be
inducted.
Once you receive an induction
notice, you may get a statutory
I-SC deferment till the end of the
academic year. You are only allowed this deferment once.
Also keep in mind that less
than 1% of all service classifications are ever appealed. Appealing does not endear you to your
local board and very very few
are ever successful. In the long
run it might be best not to appeal
if you feel that your chances of
winning are slim.

AlDeri~all La~v Student Assn.
MelDbersllips Lagging at GWU
Sales of American Law Student
Association
individual
memberships are at an all time low at
The George Washington
Law
School while other law schools,
both in the District of Columbia
and throughout
the country are
enjoying record-breaking
sa le s .
Such was the report of Dick Schisler, President of ALSA from Cincinnati Law School who was in
Washington
recently for a student conference.
George Washington, fifth largest law school in the country, has
sold, to date, memberships
to
less than 5 % 0 f the
student
body. Texas Law School, on the
other hand, has sold over 400
memberships
and Howard University has enlisted approximately
50% of the student body.
Students
are
reminded
that
ALSA membership entitles one to
a year's subscription to the StuLawyer Journal, reduced rates to
the American
Bar
Association
Journal, an insurance program, a
loan program,
admission to all
ALSA conferences
during
the
year, and most important, membership in a professional student
organization.
When the American Bar Association and the ALSA present
awards to the most outstanding
Student Bar Association in the
country at the completion of each
school year, the number of individual memberships
each school
has plays a very significant part
in the judging.
With a large
centennial year program, George
Washington
Law School should
be a leading contender for the
award.
The Student Lawyer Journal is
now being published and the first
edition has been sent free to all
law students.
It is hoped that

STUDENT AWARDS-from Page 1
tic achievement and service to the
school during her first year.
Sara is a rare quantity in The
Law School. She is married and
has a two year old son. Orginally

from Pennsylvania,
she attended
Connecticut College, Stanford, and
then graduated from the University of Delaware in 1960. She is
also on the Apprentice Staff of the
Law Review.

Bassin's

"It will," was
is my boat."

the

reply;

"it

The traveler thanked him, and
pushing the boat into the water
embarked and rowed away. But
the boat sank and he was drowned.

this move will provide incentive
for the purchasing
of additional
individual memberships.
Students interested in working
with the International
Programs
Committee of ALSA can do so by
contacting
Mack Day, Co-Chairman, through the SBA box in The
Law School office.
Individual Memberships can be
Cooper,
purchased
from
Tom
ALSA Representative
at George
Washington.

"Heartless
man!" said an Indignant Spectator. "Why did you
not tell him that your boat had
a hole in it 1"
"The matter of the boat's condition,"
said the great
jurist,
"was not brought before me."
- Ambrose Bierce

JOIN

ALSA
A 1fteriCIII.
Stullent
Your Student

Professor Green
(From Page 4)
learned and is sometimes unfair
since the whole grade depends on
one three hour exam. Ideally he
relates, exams should be graded by
outside people since professors who
lecture in a course tend to give
exams dealing only with those
points they covered in the course.
He also notes that a student is
at the mercy of fate when a re-

G.W. Inn

Corner of 20th & Pa. Ave., N.W.
Open 24 hrs. daily-365 days a year

Associlltion
Bar Association

forces, in doing substitute
work.

civilian

On the other side of moderator,
Steve Potts,
were
Herbert
J.
Miller, Jr. a Washington
attorney in private practice, who was
formerly head of the Criminal
Division of the Department
of
Justice, and James
R. Treese,
also in private practice in Washington and an officer in the Coast
Guard Reserve. Professor Freedman appeared
in his role as
Chairman of the National Capitol Area Chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union.
Students from the five D.C.
Universities comprised the small
studio audience among whom were
Bob Fitzpatrick,
Ed Curry and
Larry Elgin from the Law school.
The first half hour was devoted to discussion among the
panel members. Steve Potts started by asking Professor Freedman:
What connection does draft card
burning have with civil liberties 1
The Professor then launched into
one of his famed, smooth and
eloquently
reasoned
arguments,
the gravamen of which was that
draft card burning, though dramatic, is a form of expression
covered by the first amendment
and that in any case the recent
statute providing up to five years
imprisonment for destruction
of
draft cards was a cruel and unusual punishment within the constitutional
prohibition
and was
therefore unconstitutional
on its
face. He further pointed out that
this statute was superfluous as
well, since existing statutes
already provided for a penalty of
up to ten years imprisonment for
being without a draft card. Professor Freedman noted that the
punishment
for
an
analogous
"silly act", defiling the flag was
a $100 fine or thirty
days in
jail.

Professor and Mrs. Green have
had no trouble with student apathy
at
their
Sunday
evening
"at
homes" and he expresses
their
gratitude for the generous attendance, a sentiment which those students who have made it to these
gatherings heartily reciprocate.

In reply Mr. Miller made the
point that whether
or not the
statute
condemning
draft
card
burning was constitutional
would
be decided by the Supreme Court
but in the meantime, the act was
a violation of an existing statute
and was clearly illegal. Mr. Treese
pointed out that there were other
forms of expression available to
objectors in this country and that
perhaps draft card burning was
not a form of expression contemplated by the First Amendment.

In summation, we see a man
who is demanding but fair, and
outspoken but articulate.
A fascinating and incisive conversationalist, the "Squire" will long remain a favorite
of those who
look for more than a degree in
law school.

An interesting discussion among
the panelists
on "selective
pacifism" followed during which the
Reverend Sherk commented that
there were cases which held that
objectors could not object to selected wars, only to wars
in
general.

quired course is divided into sections; one professor many give A's
and B's while another believes in
"giving nothing higher than H."

Support
Our

NEVER CLOSED

c» Burnin'i/

Prof. Freedman on TV 'Program

Student Bar Association

President, Randy Ishmael (N)
Night VP, Fred Fielder (N)
Day VP, Craig Distlehorst ('D)
Secretary, Bob Brown (D)
Treasurer, John Brier (N)
Book Store Mgr., 'Ben Andrews (D)
Book Store 'I'reas.
Steve Oggel ~D)
Day Rep., Randy Cole (D)
Day Rep., Stan Gildenhorn (D)

.c; eivil

Advertisers

During the second half of the
show, panel members
answered
questions from the student audience which were on the whole,
surprisingly
articulate
and unbiased. One panel member later
commented
on the absence of
"Vietnik" types he had expected.
This portion
of the program,
if nothing else, helped to bridge
the gap between the generations
on this issue.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Commander Ingraham

Commander Ingraham was born
and raised in Camden, Maine,
the son of a solid Down-Eastern
family. From Camden he, went to
the University
of Maine where
he took a B.S. in Civil Engineering; while in school he earned
spending money by drawing cartoons and working at various odd
jobs. In 1942 he came to Washington as a cartographic
engineer
for the Navy and at the time
started to take a course at GWU
in concrete structual design. He
never completed the course, however, because he decided to return
to Maine and enlist in the service.
He was stationed at the Bath
Shipyards before going on active
duty in 1943 as a naval Aviation
Cadet.
He earned his wings at
Pensacola in 1945. While taking
seaplane
training
in Cor pus
Christi, Texas, he met a Navy
nurse from Minnesota who soon
became Mrs. Inngraham.
After
this training he joined a squadron
in Bermuda.
The Commander then filled a
succession of duty tours all over
the world alternating with attendance at various naval schools.
In 1946 he first came into contact with the law when he studied
military law at Port Hueneme,
California. In 1948, while attending Line School at Newport, R. 1.,
he became interested
in operations analysis, a subject which
now fascinates him, especially as
applied to the law.
With his training, he says, he
was much in demand to defend
or prosecute at courts martial
wherever he was stationed;
he
was frequently a deck court officer and after 1951 a summary
court officer. During the Korean
conflict he was with a squadron
patrolling
the Formosa
Straits
and subsequently navigated a seaplane tender in the China Seas.
Commander Ingraham t r a in e d
pilots
and
then
trained
the
men who train
pilots.
Along
the way he took courses in personnel and psychology and in 1955
found himself at Key West as
security officer, where am 0 n g
other assignments,
he was responsible for the security during
President Eisenhower's visits.
The Commander firmly believes
that education is a continuing process and he has never gone more
than three years without attending school. While at Key West,
he felt he might draw Washington
as his next assignment and thus
have his first opportunity to attend civilian college since Maine,
so he applied to GWU Law School
and was accepted. Fate, however,
intervened
with further
assignments overseas. The Ingraham family went in 1957 to Port Lyautey,
a famous French base in Morocco. (The Commander flew over
ahead of the family and relates
he was "stranded" for a week in
Paris). In 1959 the family (by
this time there were six children,
three girls followed by three boys)
went to Cadiz and then returned
stateside.
He finally got a Washington
assignment
and once again inquired about GWU Law School.
His earlier application had been
lost, so he reapplied and was

Commander Ingraham
again accepted. He entered with
the night class in the fall of 1963.
The Commander is one of those
people that you notice but he
has the remarkable quality of being unobtrusive. Unabashed by the
relative
youth and inexperience
of many of the rest of us, he
is fascinated by law school. He
didn't expect the mass of technical
knowledge which would have to
be mastered but he looks toward
further studies in jurisprudence,
decision-making analysis, and information theories and their legal
applications.
In short, he is becoming, after
all this experience, a philosopher
and can absorb your attention
indefinitely talking about the moral and ethical undergirding
of
law as it applies to the whole
of society. He feels there is a
need for legal thinkers
to go
beyond the walls with which a
discipline surrounds itself, because
a society that builds too many
walls reaches a choke point, where
the flow of information is stopped
and consequently
dies. He has
completed his legal-writing paper
in this area of decisions analysis
and attributes
a great deal of
his inspiration
for this project
to Dean Mayo's
Constitutional
Law course.

THE PARTY OVER
THERE
A Man in a Hurry, whose watch
was at his lawyer's,
asked a
Grave Person the time of day.
"I heard you ask that Party
Over There the same question,"
said the Grave Person. "What
answer did he give you?"
"He said it was about three
o'clock," replied the Man in a
Hurry; "but he did not look at
his watch, and as the sun is
nearly down I think it is later."
"The fact that the sun is nearly
down," the Grave Person said, "is
immaterial, but the fact that he
did not consult his timepiece and
make answer after due deliberation and consideration
is fatal.
The answer given," continued the
Grave Person, consulting his own
timepiece, "is of no effect, invalid,
and void."
"What,
then," said the Man
in a Hurry, eagerly, "is the time
of day?"
"The question is remanded to
the Party Over There for a new
answer," replied the Grave Person, returning his watch to his
pocket and moving away with
great dignity.
He was a Judge of an Appellate Court.
- Ambroce Bierce
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Student Profile
If you've ever taken even a few courses in the night school you
have probably encountered or at least noticed Commander Mark Whitmore Ingraham, Jr.
The Commander can generally be seen before
class standing near his seat with a paper cup of coffee, which he
alternately blows on and sips, while smoking a Pall Mall. The neck
chain of his security tag which he sticks in his shirt pocket is usually
visible and he has a look of sleepy owlish wisdom which masks you
discover when you hear him talk,
'
a lively, fascinating mind.

CUR

Delta Theta Phi
Delta Theta Phi held its Annual Stag Outing in Mid-October
at the Smokey Glen Farm
in
Maryland with over 400 alumni,
brothers,
and rushees in attendance. Highlighted
by their incomparable
Mulligan
stew and
barbecued chicken, the fun was
augmented
by soft drinks and
beer combined with a spirited
football game and other outdoor
sports.
The Fraternity
recently
conducted two professional meetings,
the first on October 29th with
Mr. Charles
Hesson
as guest
speaker and the second on November 10 with Mr. Howard Willens
as invited guest. Mr. Hesson, a
graduate
of the Harvard
Law
School and former clerk to Supreme Court Justice Harlan, is
a Special Assistant
within the
Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice. His remarks
were mainly addressed to current
civil rights
problems
and the
role of the Federal
Registrar
under the 1965 Voting Rights
Act.
Mr. Wiilens, Executive
Director of the President's
Commission on Grime in the District of
Columbia discussed the various
problems surrounding crime in the
District
and
explored
possible
avenues of solution.

Phi Alpha Delta
Jay Chapter's first program of
the semester featured
Frank R.
Hunter, Jr., General Counsel of the
Subversive
Activities
Con t l' 0 I
Board. He gave a candid and
stimulating speech on the Board's
role in requiring the Communist
Party to register. He invited students to attend an October Supreme Court case on registration
and a November District Court
case involving Gus Hall, Secretary-General
of the Communist
Party. Mr. Hunter also appraised
the role of the Communist Party
in student demonstrations
on college campuses.
Last Friday, Judge Warren Burger of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the
District
of
Columbia
spoke on the roles of prosecutor
and defense counsel under the
English and American
systems.
His talk was both interesting and
educational.
PAD invitations
to its Fall
luncheon will be coming out shortly. Plans for the Winter Banquet,
which will be held at the Royal
Arms in Prince Georges County,
are being completed.

THE

GEORGE WASHINGTON

LAW

Dignitaries
at the
ground-breaking
ceremonies
for the new
li~rary. :':rom left to right: Dean Louis H. Mayo; Henry W. Herzog,
Vice-president and Treasurer of GWU; Charles B. Nutting Administrator of the National Law Center; Dean Robert Kramer 'Chairrr.an
of the Board of Trustees; and Lloyd H. Elliott, President ~f GWU.

Phi Delta Phi
Phi Delta Phi launched its Fall
semester activities on October 30th
with a professional meeting featuring
Senator
Sam J. Irvin
(D-N.C.) as the main speaker.
The Senator, who has gained stature in the field of constitutional
law, spoke on his vigorous opposition to the repeal of 14 (b) ,
the controversial
section of the
Taft-Hartly
Act that
presently
allows individual states to enact
Right-to-Work laws. He also spoke
on his twenty-five years of legal
practice
in North
Car 0 1 ina.
Speaking to crowd of overflow
capacity in the Conference Room
of the Old Senate Office Building,
Senator Irvin confessed, however,
that of all his varied activities,
his experiences in private practice
were the most rewarding.

SUPPORT
OUR
ADVERTISERS

Professor Freedman
(From Page 5)
The show was one of a monthly
series run in Metromedia, WTTG
Channel 5, entitled Law on Trial,
and sponsored by the Television
Committee of the Junior Bar Section of the D.C. Bar Association.
If you missed the show on Sunday and are an early riser, it will
be rerun at 8:30 a.m, next Sunday.
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A law firm commanding
Position of standing
Requires a general clerk-sA man who's admitted
To practice and fitted
To handle diversified work.
Must know the proceedings
Relating to pleadings,
Must draw a good logical brief;
Must argue with unction
For writs of injunction
And all sorts of legal relief.
Must form corporations
And hold consultations,
Assuming a dignified mien;
Should read all decisions
And legal provisions,
Wherever the same may be seen.
Must have a sound basis
In all kinds of cases,
Should never be idle or slow;
Must manifest learning
In all things concerning
The matters referred to below:
Attachments and trials,
Specific denials,
Demurrers, replies and complaints;
Disbursements, expenses,
And partial defenses,
Ejectments,
replevins, restraints;
Estoppels, restricts,
Constructive evictions,
Agreements, implied and express;
Accounting partitions,
Estates and commissions,
Incumbrances, frauds and duress.
Above are essentials;
The best of credentials
Required-and
a handsome physique.
Make prompt application;
Will pay compensation
Of seventeen dollars a week.
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